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The Naples hat in orange.

THE “HEADS UP” ON  

OUR FABRICS

Here’s a brief description of the tried 
and true Wallaroo fabrics. To care for 
these fabrics, please see individual care 
instructions. Never use Woolite® or bleach 
and do not dry clean.

Paper Braid: A 50% polyester, 50% paper 
braid sewn together in multiple layers. 
Packable, crushable and lightweight.

Raffia: A natural palm leaf fiber grown on 
the island of Madagascar. Hand woven.  
Do not wash.

Poly-Ribbon: A 100% polyester ribbon 
sewn together in multiple layers. Packable, 
crushable and lightweight.

Poly-Propylene Braid: The look of straw in 
a breathable, polyester-propylene braid.

Poly-Straw & Poly-Braid: The look of 
straw in a breathable, crushable polyester 
knit or braid.

Microfiber: A synthetic, lightweight,  
100% polyester fabric. Water repellent and 
quick-drying.

Bamboo: An extremely soft and durable 
fabric. Naturally moisture-wicking, odor-
resistant and breathable.

Welcome to another trip around the sun 

with Wallaroo! On our journey, we will 

continue to bring you the highest standards 

of quality and value, as well as our 

ongoing commitment to sun protection. 

For 2014, we have upped the ante with 

new styles and a bounty of color! You’ll 

see timeless classic shapes with some new 

twists, all constructed to last a lifetime. 

Here at Wallaroo, we make sure we can  

be with you for the whole ride.

WALLAROO SUN 

PROTECTION 

COMMITMENT

Wallaroo Hat Company is 
committed to the elimination 
of skin cancer. The Wallaroo Sun 
Protection Commitment is a promise 
that each year, we will donate 1% of our profits to 
skin cancer research, education and prevention in 
the United States.

BEAT THE RAYS  

WITH UPF 50+

Look for our sun icon 
throughout the catalog to 
determine which hats are UPF 
50+. These fabrics are tested by the 
Australian Radiation Protection Agency and block 
97.5% of the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Ultraviolet 
radiation, or UV, is present in sunlight. The 
Ultraviolet Protection Factor (UPF) shows how 
well a fabric protects your skin from solar UV. 
But remember, a Wallaroo hat only protects the 
skin it covers. Safeguard the rest of your body by 
wearing sunglasses and sunscreen.
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WOMEN’S COLLECTION

Our vast selection of stylish women’s hats are designed for serious sun protection.  

We’ve got you covered throughout your day – wherever the sun is, Wallaroo is with you.

2014 

Cover: The Stella hat in natural/gold (see page 17). lime hot pinkorange

NEW! 

Naples
The fedora is so popular, we just can’t help 

adding a few more to our collection. This version 

is flirty and fun, with colors that will knock you 

out! Buy more than one – a neutral for when you 

want to blend in and a color for when you’re feeling 

a little sassy. A thin “belt” surrounds the crown. 

Adjustable brim is 2¾". Internal drawstring adjusts for 

a perfect fit. 100% paper braid. Spot clean. NAPL-22. 

Available January 2014.

PAPE R B RAI D

camelivory
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red turquoise

RAFFIA

NEW! 

Tahiti
The trilby style is the cute, younger sister of the fedora. 

Our Tahiti hat starts with this classic shape, and then  

gets updated in an island-inspired raffia. The colored 

stones and matching dyed band add a touch of color so 

you’ll stand out from the crowd. 1¾" brim. Hidden internal 

drawstring adjusts to fit most sizes. 100% raffia. Do not wash. 

TAH-26. Available January 2014.

The Tahiti hat in red.

mushroom

NEW! 

Catalina Cowboy
Our cowgirl hat is ready to ride with a  

3" wire-edged brim for perfect shaping and 

an artsy mix of leather, colored string and 

beads. You’ll be awarded “best in show” 

everytime you wear it. Internal drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% raffia. Do not wash. 

CCOW-26. Available January 2014.

The Catalina Cowboy hat in natural.

RAFFIA

natural

5
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The Napa hat in natural.

Napa
Put on this hat and you will be 

instantly transported to the vineyards of 

California. With a fine crocheted crown 

and a wider braid-sewn brim, this hat 

bespeaks casual sophistication. A wide 

4¾" capeline-style brim will keep your 

face and neck cool and comfortable—whether 

on vacation, at a party, or in your own backyard. 

The brown waxed cord tied with red wooden beads adds just the right 

amount of detail. Hidden internal drawstring adjusts to fit most sizes. 

Cotton lining. 100% raffia. Do not wash. NAP-26. 

RAFFIA

natural

Morgan
Country meets city in this refined 

fedora-style hat. Pair it with the 

loose flow of linen or a simple 

sun dress. A 3⅛" brim will shade 

you from the sun, and the fine 

raffia weave will keep you cool and 

refreshed. Internal drawstring and 

cotton lining for perfect comfort. 

100% raffia with a black grosgrain 

ribbon band. Do not wash.  

MOR-26.  

RAFFIA

The Morgan hat in natural.

natural
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Nina
This flattering and feminine hat is perfectly 

suited for an afternoon in Martha’s Vineyard 

– or iced tea in your backyard garden. The 

flirty crocheted weave goes anywhere and with 

everything. The wide, 4½" capeline brim offers 

excellent protection from the sun, and the interior adjustable 

drawstring allows for a custom fit. 100% raffia. Do not wash. NIN-26. 

The Nina hat in natural.

RAFFIA

natural

Catalina
You’ll be ready to sail away to 

the islands once you put on this 

breezy, vacation-inspired hat. 

Hand-woven from genuine raffia, 

the 4" brim will keep you cool 

during an entire day of sightseeing, 

shopping, or sipping a Mai Tai by 

the pool. Twisted band ties in a 

bow at the back. Interior adjustable 

drawstring for a custom fit. 100% 

raffia. Do not wash. CAT-22. 

The Catalina hat in natural.

RAFFIA

natural

brown
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The Savannah hat in camel.

*natural/ 
pistachio stripes

NEW COLOR!* 

Savannah
We’ve combined sophistication and 

a touch of whimsy together to bring 

you our most popular new style –  

the Savannah hat. Fashionable, 

dressy and flattering, it also offers 

the most shade of any style we 

carry with its 5" brim. The sturdy 

paper braid weave keeps you cool 

and comfortable, and the internal 

drawstring gives you a custom fit. 

100% paper braid. Spot clean.  

SAV-26. New color available  

January 2014.

PAPE R B RAI D

camel/ 
black stripes

black/ 
camel stripes

11

The Sierra hat in mixed brown.

NEW COLOR!* 

Sierra
Kick up your heels and hit the 

town in our country-meets-city take on the cowboy 

hat. Three shades of brown are woven together, then 

accented with a buckle tied on with a leather cord. A 

thin wire in the 3¼" wide brim lets you shape it just the 

way you like. Brown paisley sweatband and drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% paper braid. Spot clean. SIE-24.   

New color available January 2014.

PAPE R B RAI D

mixed brown *natural
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brown greenbeige

The Ginger hat in green.

Ginger
This charming hat can go with 

you anywhere – from a beach 

picnic to an afternoon tea, it will complete your 

outfit with class and style. A wide, 4" wire-edged 

brim provides shade from any angle. The layered 

ribbons, in a range of matching earthtones, stack 

to create a versatile and flattering pattern. A 

coordinating paper braid trim and band add the 

perfect finish. Internal drawstring for a custom fit.  

100% poly-ribbon exclusive of trim.  

Spot clean. GIN-22. 
P O LY- RI B B O N

black

hydrangea/ 
white dots

black/white dots

navy/white dots

*purple/ 
white dots

NEW COLORS!* 

Scrunchie
Feeling shy? Flip the brim down. How 

about flirty? Scrunch it into curvy 

waves. In fact, you can adjust the wire-

edged brim on this delightful dotted 

hat to match your every mood. The 

wide 4½" brim shields you from the 

sun and your many admirers. Internal 

sweatband and adjustable drawstring 

are fashioned in a complementary 

paisley pattern. 100% polyester. 

Handwash cold. SCR-22.  

New colors available January 2014.

The Scrunchie hat in navy.

white/black dots

lime/white dots

*turquoise/ 
white dots

natural/ 
brown dots

brown/white dots

grey/white dots

P O LYE STE R
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Captiva
Stylish and sophisticated, this shady larger-

brimmed hat can be worn with a sundress and sandals 

for head-to-toe elegance. The flexible 4½" brim can be adjusted any way you like to keep you cool and 

sunburn-free. Woven natural jute around the crown and brim. Customize your fit with the interior 

drawstring. 100% poly-ribbon and jute trim. Spot clean. CAP-22. 

The Captiva hat in black.

white natural moss

chocolate black

P O LY- RI B B O N

NEW!

Josie
There may not be a more 

versatile hat than the fedora. This  

wide-brimmed version can be paired with 

jeans and a blazer or even a summery sundress. 

The wide ribbon band gives it a classic look and 

feel. 3" wire-edged brim. Internal drawstring for a 

custom fit. 100% paper braid. Spot clean. JOS-22. 

The Josie hat in mixed black.
mixed black

PAPE R B RAI D
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Frankie
The classic fedora style hat has been 

popular for decades. Try our updated 

version with capris and a feminine 

blouse, and you will project an image 

of confidence and class. Wear it slightly 

tilted to add a little mystery. Features 

a wide, grosgrain ribbon trim around 

the crown detailed with the Wallaroo 

side pin. Interior, adjustable drawstring 

allows for easy sizing. 3" wire-edged 

brim. 100% poly-propylene. Spot clean. 

FRA-22.  

The Frankie hat in white. 

P O LY- PRO PYLE N E B RAI D

white/ 
black ribbon

natural/ 
brown ribbon

NEW!

Stella
They say you’re never fully dressed 

without a smile, but it doesn’t hurt to add a 

little sparkle. Enter the Stella, the perfect 

hat for dressing up any afternoon occasion 

– a wedding, a BBQ , or maybe you’re a 

fashionista with a gardening habit. The wide 

4" brim keeps your face shaded. A complementary, 

soft metallic band wraps around the crown. Internal 

drawstring for a custom fit. 71% paper/29% polyester. 

Spot clean. STE-22. Available January 2014.

The Stella hat in natural/gold.

PAPE R/ P O LYE STE R

natural/goldwhite/silver
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NEW COLOR!* 

Sydney
Lightweight, cool and always elegant. The Sydney is made 

with subtle colors woven together into a thin, breathable 

polyester braid that coils into a circular crown. A 

generous 3¾" brim turns up stylishly on the edges. 

Hidden internal drawstring adjusts to fit most sizes. 

100% poly-braid. Handwash cold. SYD-20.  

New color available January 2014.

P O LY- B RAI D

seafoam

light blue

ivory

sienna

hydrangea

pink

light brown

red

black

camel

white

denim

brown

black/white

*lime

The Sydney hat in light blue.

18

Sydney Diva
This gorgeous, wide-brimmed hat is the 

most recent addition to our popular Sydney 

collection. We’ve added a contrasting polyester 

ribbon lining under the 3¾" brim to give it UPF 

50+ sun protection. A little more dressed up, 

it’s a perfect accessory for a garden party or an 

outdoor wedding. Hidden internal drawstring 

adjusts to fit. 100% poly-braid. Handwash cold. 

SYDD-22. 

The Sydney Diva hat in light brown.

P O LY- B RAI D

ivory/ivory light blue/ 
light blue

seafoam/tan light brown/ 
brown

sienna/ 
dark brown

black/blackbrown/ 
dark brown
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chocolate blackmixed camelhydrangeaseafoamnaturalwhite

Victoria Diva
We’ve taken one of your favorites and added a touch of 

drama. This hat features the same round crown as the 

Victoria but adds a longer 4½" brim for elegance, 

as well as sun protection. The interior adjustable 

drawstring ensures a snug fit. Don’t forget your 

dark sunglasses and autograph pen! 100% poly-

straw. Handwash cold. VICD-20.

P O LY- STRAW

The Victoria Diva hat in natural and chocolate.

21

light pink

mixed camel chocolate

lemon

naturalwhite

seafoam turquoise

orange

lime

tan

NEW COLORS!* 

Victoria
The straw hat goes modern with our 

lightweight, washable, crushable Victoria. 

It’s a classically flattering look with a 3½" 

shaped brim, made from our unique poly-

straw fabric. Interior drawstring adjusts the 

size. 100% poly-straw. Handwash cold. 

VIC-20. New colors available January 2014.

P O LY- STRAW

The Victoria hat in light pink.

black

hydrangea

cranberry

*mixed brown

*coral

hot pink

french navydeep lilac

20
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Victoria Two-Toned
The newest member of the Victoria family has an added 

lining for full UPF 50+ sun protection. Two-toned coloring 

and a ¼" stitched ribbon band keep it stylish. The 

4" brim generously covers your neck from the sun, 

while the popular lightweight fabric of our Victoria 

series lets air through to keep you cool. Hidden 

drawstring allows for a custom fit. 100% poly-

straw. Spot clean. VICTWO-20. 

The Victoria Two-Toned hat in lime/turquoise.

P O LY- STRAW

white/natural white/hydrangeabeige/mocha lime/turquoisecamel/black pink/hot pink

NEW! 

Naomi
The shorter, 3" wrap-around brim on the Naomi is a great 

option for outdoor activities like golf, when you want sun 

protection with good visibility. The natural woven fibers 

in shades of brown and the simple wood beading 

creates a natural look that will keep you in sync 

with your surroundings. Internal drawstring for a 

custom fit. 100% paper braid. Spot clean. NAO-20.  

Available January 2014.

The Naomi hat in mixed brown.

PAPE R B RAI D

mixed brown
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Breton
Put on the Breton hat 

and you will suddenly have an 

uncontrollable urge to grab your canvas 

shopping bag and stroll on down to the 

farmer’s market. The contrasting poly-

ribbon braid is a punch of color, set off 

with a natural wooden-beaded leather 

tie. 4" brim. Customize the fit with the 

interior adjustable drawstring. 100% 

poly-ribbon. Spot clean. BRE-20. 

The Breton hat in chocolate.

P O LY- RI B B O N

red

black chocolateivory white/black

turquoise seafoam

Ellie
Golfing, shopping, gardening, 

traveling – you can wear this flattering 

hat anywhere. Throw it in your bag 

and you’ll be ready for anything. The 

trim which features wooden beads and 

shells elevates the design from simple 

to delightful. The 2¾" brim fans to 

3" in front for ample sun protection. 

Internal drawstring for a custom fit. 

100% poly-ribbon. Spot clean.  

ELL-20. 

The Ellie hat in chocolate.

natural

P O LY- RI B B O N

chocolate

black

white seafoam
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olive/stone

26

Cape Town
As you walk your perfectly manicured 

gardens, you will be happy to have the 

protective shade of the Cape Town’s wide 

brim. 3" in the front to shade your face, 

and 4¼" in the back to cover your neck. Interior 

drawstring adjusts fit and chin strap keeps it secure 

in those coastal winds. 100% nylon. Handwash cold. 

CAPE-20. 

The Cape Town hat in stone/grey.

stone/grey grey/natural

NYLO N

taupe

NEW!

Cascade
Protect your style with this charming water-resistant 

rain hat from Wallaroo. The nylon fabric is lightweight 

and comfortable and the raindrops will roll right 

off. Accessorized with a matching two-toned belt and 

contrast piping on the 2½" brim. Internal drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% nylon. Spot clean. CAS-20. 

Available January 2014.

The Cascade hat in taupe.

NYLO N

black

26
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chocolate

natural

taupe

M I C RO FI B E R

Reversible 
Resort
We’ve updated this fully reversible 

hat for an even better fit and style. 

One side is solid and then flips 

over to show off the same color 

with a contrasting band. The Velcro 

adjustment in back wraps around a 

ponytail or long hair and can adjust 

hat size. Turn the generous brim up or 

down for maximum sun protection. 

Brim fans from 3¼" in the back to 

3½" in front. One size fits most. 

100% microfiber. Handwash cold. 

RRES-20.

The Reversible Resort hat in taupe/black.

NEW!

Ladies Jackson
We love this hat so much, we made a version for men, 

women AND kids! The breathable mesh crown lets the 

breeze in to cool your head, and the chin strap keeps 

it on when that breeze becomes a gale. So lightweight 

and comfortable, you can easily wear it all day. Load 

up the family and the bikes and take this baby for a spin. 

2¾" brim. Interior drawstring adjusts for a perfect fit. 100% 

microfiber and ventilated mesh. Handwash cold. LJAC-20. 

Available January 2014.

The Ladies Jackson hat in white.

white

M I C RO FI B E R/ M E S H

camel

29
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hydrangea

red

mocha

lime turquoise

NEW COLOR!* 

Aqua Visor
Excellent for trips to the pool or sailing excursions, the 

Aqua Visor will keep you comfortable. Its quick-drying 

fabric lets you enjoy any water activity without leaving 

your hat behind. Adjusts to any size with a tie in the 

back. 4" brim. 100% Lycra. 

Handwash cold. AQU-14. 

New color available  

January 2014.

LYC RA

The Aqua Visor in mocha.

black

*navy

white

hot pinkpink

CANVAS

white

C
an

va
s

tan

tan

C
an

va
s

tan

natural

C
an

va
s

tan

hydrangea 
(heather)

The reversible Casual Traveler hat with red Hawaiian print.

M I C RO FI B E R

white

pink

lime

hydrangea

navy

chocolate

natural

hot pink

lemon

light blue

sea green

camel

black

white/tan white/black

white/red

CANVAS – REVE RS I B LE

Casual Traveler
The hat that launched a thousand Wallaroos. 

Our original Casual Traveler can take you from 

a country garden to the heart of the city. The rounded top and 4" 

adjustable brim keeps your face and neck protected. Hidden interior 

drawstring ensures one size fits most. Crushable and packable. 

Available in lightweight, water-

resistant 100% microfiber, or 

sturdy 100% cotton 

canvas (see swatches 

at left for color 

options in each 

fabric. Handwash 

cold. CAST-20. 
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NEW!

Byron
Step out in style in our newest entry to the 

Wallaroo men’s collection. The sophisticated, 

structured style in a natural palm fiber weave 

evokes images of summer adventures. Wide 3" brim 

shades the sun to keep you cool. Suede and ribbon 

band surrounds the crown. Internal drawstring for a custom 

fit. Available in two sizes: M/L (59cm) and L/XL (61cm). 

100% palm fiber. Do not wash. BYR-24.  

Available January 2014.

The Byron hat in natural.

PALM FI B E R

natural

MEN’S COLLECTION

Dressed up or dressed down, men prefer their style to be simple and clean. Without any fuss, our 

men’s line of hats brings practical sun protection and stylish comfort together.

NEW COLORS!* 

Petite Scrunchie
For women who need a smaller size hat, we offer the 

Petite Scrunchie — a scaled-down version of our 

regular Scrunchie style. 3½" brim provides excellent 

sun protection and style. Even better, the shape 

bounces back no matter what bag or purse 

it gets packed into. 55cm. 100% polyester. 

Handwash cold. PSCR-14.  

New colors available January 2014.

For Smaller Heads…

Petite Victoria
For smaller heads, we are pleased to bring you 

the petite version of our popular Victoria hat. 

Same wide brim and open weave keep you 

cool. Crushable, washable and lightweight.  

3" brim, 54cm head circumference. 100% 

poly-straw. Handwash cold. PVIC-14.  

naturalwhite tan

P O LY- STRAW

blackhydrangealight pink

*navy/white dotsturquoise/ 
white dots

fuchsia/white dotswhite/pink dots*white/black dots

P O LYE STE R



NEW COLOR!* 

Havana
We’re not saying it will improve your swing, 

but you’ll feel so confident wearing the 

Havana, you just might knock a few strokes 

off your score. The matching fabric band 

around the crown sets this hat apart from 

the rest. Available in two sizes: M/L (59cm) 

and L/XL (61cm). Internal drawstring for 

a custom fit. 3" brim in front and back 

narrows to 2¾" on sides. 100% poly-straw. 

Spot clean. HAV-22. New color available 

January 2014.

The Havana hat in camel.

camel

P O LY- STRAW

natural

*dark grey
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NEW COLOR!* 

Outback
On the trail or on the town, our modern fedora 

hat will take you there with class. We’ve dressed 

it up with a brown suede band and added a 

wide 3" brim for all-around sun protection. 

A thin wire lets you make subtle adjustments 

to the brim. Internal cotton sweatband and 

adjustable drawstring offer a perfect fit. Available 

in two sizes: M/L (59cm) and L/XL (61cm).  

100% paper braid. Spot clean. OUT-22.  

New color available January 2014.

The Outback hat in natural.

PAPE R B RAI D

brown natural *black



camel/navy natural/camel
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Jr. Explorer
Made from the same microfiber as our 

adult hat, the wide brim provides full sun 

protection, while the colorful trim makes it 

fun and cool to wear. The brim fans from 2½" 

on the side to 3½" front and back. Hidden 

interior drawstring for adjustability, with a 

matching chin strap for stability. 56cm. 100% 

microfiber. Handwash cold. JREXP-13.

Explorer
There’s no adventure this hat can’t handle. 

Its wide-brimmed, microfiber style is water 

repellent, lightweight, crushable and packable. 

Features a stitched brim, grommets for 

breathability and a chin strap for windy days. 

The foam in the brim allows it to float. The 

brim fans from 3" on the sides to 3¼" front 

and back. Contrasting color on brim and 

cord add interest. Available in two sizes: M/L 

(59cm) and L/XL (61cm). Internal drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% microfiber. Handwash 

cold. MEXP-20.

The Explorer and Junior Explorer hat in camel/navy.

M I C RO FI B E R

37

P O LY- RI B B O N

brown check

Jasper
To keep cool on the hottest 

days, cover up with the lightweight Jasper. The 

simple styling looks great on everyone and is 

suited to almost any occasion. The 3" brim keeps 

the sun away and the adjustable chin strap keeps it 

secure even on a windy day. Available in two sizes: 

M/L (59cm) and L/XL (61cm). Internal drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% poly-ribbon. Handwash 

cold. JAS-20. 

The Jasper hat in beige.

beige grey
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Jackson
With a breathable mesh 

crown, this packable hat will keep you cool while 

hiking, golfing, or gardening. Lightweight, and 

oh-so comfortable, you might even forget you are 

wearing it! Adjustable cotton cord drawstring keeps 

it snug on windy days. Wide 2⅞" brim. Available in two 

sizes: M/L (59cm) and L/XL (61cm). Internal drawstring 

for a custom fit. 100% microfiber and ventilated mesh. 

Handwash cold. JAC-20. 

The Platypus hat in fuchsia dots and the Jackson hat in natural.

M I C RO FI B E R/ M E S H

camel natural

CHILDREN’S COLLECTION

We’ve got hats for all ages – from baby to tween! You’ll find delightful appliqués, charming prints, 

and – of course – UPF 50+ fabric to shield their faces from the sun’s harmful UV rays.

pink

*pink dots

*beige stripes

NEW COLORS!* 

Kiwi
This hat is a must for all well-dressed summer babies. 

Extra long 3½" back brim completely covers the head 

and neck. Includes chin strap and elastic at the back 

to keep it in place. 43cm hat fits newborn to 6 months. 

100% cotton. Handwash cold. KIW-10.   

New colors available January 2014.

The Kiwi hat in pink.

COTTO N

39
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white/bluewhite eyelet pink eyelet

COTTO N

blue flowers

lavender berries

pink polka dots blue/grey plaid

blue/green plaid

Lorikeet
Protect your infant’s delicate skin from the sun’s 

harsh rays with the comfortable, terry-lined 

Lorikeet. A matching Velcro chin strap keeps baby 

from pulling it off. 46cm hat fits 3 to 12 months. 

100% cotton. Handwash cold. LOR-10. 

The Lorikeet hat in blue flowers (top) 
and white/blue stripes (bottom).

blue starfishseersuckerblue plaid

pink starfishlavender dotsfuchsia dots

NEW COLOR!* 

Platypus
This adorable hat has an extra-wide brim to 

provide added protection for active toddlers 

on-the-go. 2¼" in the front, increasing to 3¼" in 

the back. Color-coordinated, contrasting fabrics 

on the crown and brim bring shabby chic to the 

diaper set. 49cm hat fits ages 1-2½ years. 100% 

cotton. Handwash cold. PLA-12. 

New color available January 2014.

COTTO N

The Platypus hat in blue starfish (top) 
and lavender dots (bottom).

navy/gingham *blue dotsnavy



daisy

*safari
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NEW DESIGN!* 

Daisy, Digger  
& Safari
These delightful canvas bucket hats are a perfect cover 

for your toddler’s sunshine activities. The Daisy is a 

perfect purple, brightly decorated with flowers made 

of fabric and buttons. The Digger’s crown is surrounded 

with embroidered trucks and tractors. And our newest entry, the 

Safari, is covered in exotic African animals. The full brim protects 

them from neck to nose and the internal drawstring cinches up for 

a custom fit. Daisy: 2½" brim, 52cm; Digger & Safari: 2¾" brim, 

52cm; fits ages 2-5 years. 100% cotton. Handwash cold.  

DAI-12/DIG-12/SAF-12. New design available January 2014.

digger

COTTO N

The Daisy hat (left) and the Digger hat (right).

Croc, Shark  
& Dino
Chomp! Someone has taken a bite out of this 

hat! This clever design will delight any child 

who is lucky enough to wear one. For parents, 

this should make it easier to keep it on their 

heads. There is a cotton drawstring, just to make 

sure. The sturdy cotton twill fabric will hold up 

all summer. 3¼" brim. 52cm size fits ages 2-5 

years. 100% cotton. Handwash cold. 

Pink Crocodile: CRO-14; Shark: SHA-14; 

Dinosaur: DINO-14; Green Crocodile: 

GCR-14. pink crocodile brown dinosaur green crocodile

COTTO N

blue shark

The Crocodile hat in pink (left) and the Shark hat in blue (right).
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*white/black dots

blue tones *rainbow toneslilac tonespink tonesfuchsia tones

NEW COLOR!* 

Petite 
Nantucket
The Petite Nantucket pairs perfectly with rainbows 

and butterflies. Brightly colored ribbons are sewn 

together to create this brilliant hat. 54cm hat with 

a 2½" brim fits ages 4-8 years. 100% poly-ribbon. 

Handwash cold. PNAN-13. New color available January 2014.

P O LY- RI B B O N

The Petite Nantucket hat in lilac tones, blue tones, and pink tones.

*navy/white dots

NEW COLORS!* 

Petite Scrunchie
Modeled after our popular women’s version, the Petite 

Scrunchie is a charming cover-up for fashionable 

young ladies. The wide brim offers excellent 

sun protection and style. Even better, the shape 

bounces back no matter what bag or purse it gets 

packed into. 55cm crown will fit most 5-10 year 

olds. 3½" brim. 100% polyester. Handwash cold. 

PSCR-14. New colors available January 2014.

turquoise/ 
white dots

fuchsia/white dots

white/pink dots

P O LYE STE R

The Petite Scrunchie hat in fuchsia/white dots.
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lilac dragonfly *tan owlwhite cupcake

NEW DESIGNS!* 

Sophia
The only problem you’ll have with this hat 

is picking just one! This adorable, wide-brimmed hat offers 

maximum protection for your child’s delicate skin. The detailed 

appliqués feature cut fabric, bright stitching, and the clever 

use of buttons and beads. Fold the brim up to show off 

the complimentary lining. 54cm hat fits ages 4-8 years. 

All but the owl are 100% cotton; owl is 55% linen/45% 

cotton. Handwash cold. SOP-14.  New designs available 

January 2014.

The Sophia hat in white butterfly.

white butterfly

COTTO N LI N E N / COTTO N

*pink bird

Surf Hat
Say “Aloha!” to summer with our colorful, 

hibiscus-print surf hat. Great sun protection 

at the pool or the beach, this hat can be 

worn in the water—the microfiber fabric 

will be dry in no time. 3" all-around 

brim protects the face and neck. 55cm 

hat fits ages 5-10 years. 100% microfiber. 

Handwash cold. SUR-13.  

M I C RO FI B E R

The Surf hat in pink hibiscus.

hibiscus/pinkhot pink/white hibiscus/purple

green print/greysurf blue/greynavy/royal blue
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NEW!

Kid’s Jackson
Kids love to explore the great outdoors, so send 

them off on their adventures with the Kid’s 

Jackson. The 3¼" brim will protect your little 

adventurers from all of the elements, and the 

super soft, quick-dry fabric won’t scratch or itch, 

which means they’ll actually keep it on! Mesh crown for 

ventilation. 55cm hat fits ages 5-10 years. 100% microfiber 

and ventilated mesh. Handwash cold. KJAC-14.  

Available January 2014.

grey/green print

M I C RO FI B E R/ M E S H

pink/ 
hibiscus print

The Kid’s Jackson hat in gray/green print.

INTRODUCING…

Christine by Wallaroo
Wallaroo’s new collection of beautiful and functional Danish-designed head scarves and 

turbans are made for women who have lost their hair due to a medical condition. A great 

alternative to wigs, these scarves and turbans are comfortable, beautiful and versatile. They 

protect your scalp from the sun and add shape for a more natural appearance, providing 

confidence and style. For more information or to request a catalog, please contact us online 

at www.wallaroohats.com or call toll free at 1-888-925-2766.

The crinkled cotton Basic Long scarf in steel blue.
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NEW!

Basic Easy – 8250
The Basic Easy is just that – easy to put on 

and easy to wear. The long ends have been 

tied and fixed together so that all you have 

to do is slip it on. If you like, your look can 

still be customized by tucking or tying the 

ends into a knot or bow. Silk fabric makes 

this a dressier option, too. Handwash cold. 

EASY-8250-35. Available now.

colored stripes (243)

S I LK/ COTTO N S I LK

grey links (242)

The Basic Easy scarf in grey links.

The Basic Easy scarf in colored stripes.

steel blue (233)

dusty pink (231)

grey (270)

C RI N KLE D COTTO N (see page 49)

rabbit grey (282)

taupe (299)

taupe (199)

NEW!

Basic Long – 8200 
For the most styling options, the Basic Long lets you tie the 

scarf yourself. First, the two long ends can be tied in the back 

or on the side. Then you can try knotting them, tying them 

in a bow, or tucking them in for a chic chignon look. Choose 

from ten colors in two fabric options: cotton  for comfort 

and structure, or bamboo — ultra-soft and moisture-wicking. 

Handwash cold. Cotton: 8200-COT-30; Crinkled Cotton: 

8200-CCOT-30; Bamboo: 8200-BAM-35. Available now.

black/white piping (129)

black (211)

COTTO N

BAM B O O

magenta (174) lavender (171)

The cotton Basic Long scarf in black with white piping.

The bamboo Basic Long 
scarf in lavender.


